THE ATTACK OF THE FLYING ANGIES

By Ryker Inlow

Once Upon A Time...

In a Land, Far, Far Away was the magical Kingdom of Ryknie where Queen Nonnie and the Brave Prince Ryker reigned.

Kingdom Ryknie was a beautiful place until the Flying Angies from the Land of Angtail appeared. It became dark and foggy all over the kingdom. Queen Nonnie was so scared.

Queen Nonnie said, “Brave Prince Ryker you must defeat the Flying Angies and save Ryknie!” Brave Prince Ryker shot arrows with magic bubbles and caught the Flying Angies. The magic bubbles made the Flying Angies nice. The Brave Prince Ryker had saved Ryknie!

The Flying Angies said, “Sorry we were attacking your kingdom but your bubbles suddenly made us nice and we really like it because we really didn’t like being mean. Our king told us to be mean but we didn’t want to be mean. It is nice to meet you.”

Brave Prince Ryker and Queen Nonnie shook the Flying Angies paws. Then, the prince and the queen and the Flying Angies enjoyed some cupcakes. The Flying Angies never returned to Angtail but lived in the castle.

And, They All Lived Happily Ever After.